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575 Caught Having an Affair 

Zhang Yi Hai followed Fang Su Jin back into the hotel. However, instead of letting her return to the hall, 

Zhang Yi Hai took her to the hotel’s garden and cornered her between the wall. 

Looking at the young man who was watching her with an intense gaze made her shy. Fang Su Jin recalled 

that Zhang Yi Hai has been trying to kiss her in the parking spot earlier and laughed. “Zhang Yi Hai, what 

are you doing?” 

His lips curled into a smile. But, Zhang Yi Hai was not going to let Fang Su Jin leave his side anytime soon. 

A while ago, he wanted to speak to his girlfriend, but Mu Zhen Yu suddenly appeared. 

“Su Jin...” 

“En?” 

Zhang Yi Hai glanced at the palms that were resting on his chest. However, he noticed that they were 

not trying to push him away. Her hand was slowly making a move, teasing him. 

“Were you trying to avoid me?” 

From the beginning, Fang Su Jin has been staying by his sister’s side. 

Zhang Yi Hai understood that she was busy as his sister’s maid in honor. However, even after the 

wedding, this girl continued to busy herself with something else other than staying with him. 

..... 

“Of course, not.” Fang Su Jin met Zhang Yi Hai’s gaze and blinked, showing off an innocent look on her 

face. “I’m really, really busy.” 

He studied her face and could see that his girlfriend was making up excuses. “Our parents already knew 

about us. Why are you still shy?” 

The hand that was wandering around Zhang Yi Hai’s chest stopped. Fang Su Jin did not expect that he 

would be able to guess what was going on in her mind. 

In the hall, Fang Su Jin met the Zhang siblings’ uncles and aunts. Some of them were the people that she 

had met at her art exhibition. 

The hall was full of Zhang Yi Hai’s family members and this was making her grow anxious at the thought 

that they would be seen together. 

Fang Su Jin was not ready for the small talk. 

“The place is full of your relatives. Of course, I would get scared.” 

Zhang Yi Hai smiled upon hearing that his girlfriend was willing to tell him the truth. However, he also 

understood her reason. Fang Su Jin was always timid. 

“Most of my uncles and aunts had gone back to rest,” Zhang Yi Hai said. “Su Jin, stay with me, alright?” 



Fang Su Jin met Zhang Yi Hai’s gaze and saw her reflection. It seemed that his eyes were full of her. This 

scene mesmerized her, making her heartbeat accelerate. Then again, she had always known that Zhang 

Yi Hai has been good at seducing her. 

Slowly, she nodded. “Alright.” 

Zhang Yi Hai chuckled upon hearing her answer. The sound made her body tingle and her hair stood up. 

Fang Su Jin thought that it was... sexy. 

Her hand that rested on his chest curled into a fist. Then, she watched as Zhang Yi Hai leaned over and 

kissed her lips. 

A faint sigh escaped her the moment their lips touched. Fang Su Jin realized that she has been 

anticipating this kiss for a while. 

Nearing Zhang Li Xue’s wedding, the two of them have been busy and did not get to spend time as much 

as they liked to. 

After a while, Zhang Yi Hai pulled away and rested his forehead against Fang Su Jin. She looked into her 

eyes and spoke, “Su Jin, come out with me this Wednesday, alright?” 

She bit her lower lips, finding that she could still taste Zhang Yi Hai between her lips. “What are you 

going to do?” 

“I would like to introduce you to my friends. What do you think?” Zhang Yi Hai asked. “You don’t have to 

worry about them. You have met them before.” 

Her movement halted. Fang Su Jin was hesitating. But then, she remembered that she had promised him 

that they could date in the open after his exam result came out. If she continued to hide, then, it would 

not be fair for Zhang Yi Hai. 

“Alright.” 

The corner of his lips tilted up slightly and his eyes turned to a crescent. 

Fang Su Jin looked at his face and thought that Zhang Yi Hai seemed quite happy with her answer. Who 

would have thought that her boyfriend can be this cute? 

Then, Zhang Yi Hai leaned over to kiss her lips again. This time, Fang Su Jin put her arms around his neck, 

using his body to support her. 

However, the two of them were too busy kissing that they did not notice a group of boys walking in their 

direction. 

“Brother Yi Hai!” 

The voice snapped them out of their trance. Fang Su Jin released her arms around his neck and 

instinctively wanted to get away from him. 

Unfortunately, Fang Su Jin realized that it was a little too late for her to escape. She could only hide 

behind Zhang Yi Hai. 



Seeing his girlfriend’s reaction made him a little speechless. At the same time, he wanted to laugh at the 

way she was reacting. But... why does it feel as if they were caught having an affair? 

Zhang Yi Hai coughed and turned around to face the group of boys. It was the triplets, Song Xiao Jun and 

Long Yun. 

It was Song Xiao Jun who first noticed that something was wrong with the situation. He saw the person 

hiding behind Zhang Yi Hai and suddenly recalled Zhang Yi Hai’s warning not too long ago. Song Xiao Jun 

wanted to suggest the others make a detour. However, someone else had spoken first. 

“Brother Yi Hai, is that Sister Fang?” It was Long Yun who spoke. He saw the skirt behind Zhang Yi Hai 

and recalled that Fang Su Jin was wearing the same clothes. 

“What?” The triplets looked at each other. Then, they too realized that Zhang Yi Hai seemed to be hiding 

someone behind him. 

Long Yun glanced at the couple before him again and a thought suddenly came to his mind. “Brother Yi 

Hai, are you dating Sister Fang?” 

 


